For better, faster, smarter research choose

WESTLAW IE
Trusted, authoritative content from Round Hall combined
with innovative technology means Westlaw IE gives legal
professionals the power to do more.

“ Since subscribing to Westlaw IE, it has become
an essential and indispensable tool for my
practice. I would highly recommend it.”

Stephen O’Halloran, BL.

“ Practising law without Westlaw IE would
be like having a library with no books.”
Frances Flynn, McDowell Purcell Solicitors

“ Westlaw IE is a very welcome addition to the compendium of legal online
resources available to members of The Law Library. ”
Nuala Byrne BLHead of Library & Information Services, The Law Library, Dublin

“ Westlaw IE is an essential resource for both
students and academic staff.”
Joan Colvin, Dublin Business School Library

“ Westlaw IE has been an invaluable

resources for our practice and we are
delighted with the service.”

Cormac Brennan, O’Connell Brennan Solicitors
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THE POWER TO
		DELIVER FASTER
Westlaw IE is now used daily by law firms, barristers, government
bodies, in-house counsel, academic institutions and thousands of
legal professionals across Ireland and worldwide. They use it because
it gives them the power to speed up their work, build the strongest
arguments, and to deliver a better answer, faster.
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MARKET-LEADING,
EXCLUSIVE CONTENT
CASE LAW

LEGISLATION

COURT RULES

Instant access to a vast collection of case
law dating back to 1871, including over
20,000 full-text case reports from Ireland’s
leading law reporting services. A PDF
service for the Irish Law Reports Monthly
and Employment Law Reports cases series
is also available.

Westlaw IE provides three unique versions
of legislation: consolidated, annotated
and digested legislation that make it
quicker than ever for you to keep up-todate with legislative changes.

Search, browse and download from
our consolidated Irish Court Rules.
Read digests of cases and link through
to full-text versions.

JOURNALS

CURRENT AWARENESS

e-ALERTING/RSS FEEDS

Search, share and digest a vast collection
of legal journals from your desktop.

Our Current Awareness service highlights
the latest developments in case law,
legislation, statutory instruments,
government material, and selected
relevant business news in Ireland.

Have updates emailed directly to your
desktop from our Current Awareness and
Journals content.
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COMMENTARY – THE BOOKS
AND AUTHORS YOU ALREADY
KNOW AND TRUST
With 30 Round Hall commentary titles now available on Westlaw IE,
excellent narrative content now links to cases, legislation and court
rules - your legal research has never been
more efficient.
The Westlaw IE platform enhances and complements the
commentary — giving you better, faster, smarter research that
completes the picture.
The books you know – online!
Walsh on Criminal Procedure by Dermot F. Walsh;
Sentencing Law and Practice by Thomas O’Malley;
Buckley on Insurance Law by Austin J. Buckley.
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RESEARCH EFFECTIVELY
USER-FRIENDLY
Using our user-friendly layout you can quickly
identify key information

SEARCH WITH EASE
Search within your results to pinpoint the
information you need

SORT AND FILTER RESULTS
Re-sort your results to display in a different order
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UNINTERRUPTED
RESEARCH THANKS TO
LINKED CONTENT
Nothing interrupts the flow of research more
than having to stop and perform a new search
for related content.
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LINKED CONTENT

If a case is referenced in a book title, you can simply
click on the link and be taken straight to it. If an Act
is referenced in a journal article, you can click on it
and be brought to the relevant section.
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ADVANCED SEARCH OPTIONS FOR
A MORE EFFICIENT SEARCH
Additional search options ensure that you can
really focus your searches. Search by case cited;
party name; legislation title or provision; judge;
court; date; and date-range. Use intelligent
terms and connectors to broaden or narrow your
results. Westlaw IE gives you the tools to find the
information you need as efficiently as possible.
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WHY MOVE MY LEGAL
LIBRARY ONLINE?
For some, moving research online could be considered a
daunting prospect, but the benefits speak for themselves.
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No more searching through pages of
multiple books to find your answer –
one search is all it takes
2

No more risk associated with using
out-of-date content – thanks to the
currency of online and instant updates
3

4

No more manual filing of updates to
looseleafs – all new content is
automatically added
5

No more time lost searching for
cases or legislation in alternative
sources – all primary law is linked
within the system

No more time wasted searching for
elusive hard copies of case reports,
journals and commentary titles – access
for all, online
6

No more wasted office space – all you
need is a computer or mobile device
with internet access
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In the current legal climate, where everyone is being asked
to do more with less, Westlaw IE can provide your firm or
organisation with the tools needed to work more quickly and
more efficiently, without compromising quality. And it’s not just
for the librarian or researcher; the system provides benefits for
users across any business.

ALL USERS
Efficiency is increased, and because 		
research tasks are finished more 		
quickly, more time can be freed up
for other work

Mitigate the risk of relying on out-ofdate information – Westlaw IE is 		
updated regularly, so it’s safer to
rely on than free sites

Research takes a fraction of the
time – what used to take half a
day can now take minutes. Direct
links to referenced content across
the site saves vast amounts of time
performing multiple searches or
looking through different sources

The features of the service are built
specifically for online and content is
written by expert practitioners, so you
can be sure it’s authoritative

FEE-EARNERS
Pass work to trainees with confidence
that they can find accurate,
authoritative information with ease

Free up time for billable hours –
research tasks are completed quicker

Read up on current clients by
searching for litigation they’re
involved in at the moment

IN-HOUSE LAWYERS
With pressures to reduce department
spend, Westlaw IE can save you
having to assign research to external
counsel

Set up alerts to be notified of any
changes to the law in your industry,
ensuring that you’re compliant. You
can also set up alerts to be notified any
time a competitor is mentioned in any
news article or journal, enabling you to
stay ahead of the game

Warn clients of any areas not to get
involved in by performing searches to
uncover the latest regulations or
litigation in their industry

Alerts can be set up on a wide range
of subjects which will be delivered to
your inbox daily

Use RSS feeds to keep track of new
developments, changes to the status
of a case you’re interested in, news
items on a particular company or
client or just current awareness in a
specified practise area
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Thomson Reuters
Thomson Reuters is the world’s leading source of intelligent information for
businesses and professionals. We combine industry expertise with innovative
technology to deliver critical information to leading decision makers in the
financial and risk, legal, tax and accounting, intellectual property and science
and media markets, powered by the world’s most trusted news organisation.
For more information, go to www.thomsonreuters.com.

TO FIND OUT MORE OR FOR A FREE TRIAL
@TRLegalIRE
1800 946 133
customer.service@westlaw.ie
westlaw.ie

